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Abstract 
Given the efficiency and equity concerns of a cordon toll, this paper proposes a few alternative 
distance-dependent area-based pricing models for a large-scale dynamic traffic network. We 
use the Network Fundamental Diagram (NFD) to monitor the network traffic state over time 
and consider different trip lengths in the toll calculation. The first model is a distance toll that 
is linearly related to the distance traveled within the cordon. The second model is an improved 
joint distance and time toll (JDTT) whereby users are charged jointly in proportion to the dis-
tance traveled and time spent within the cordon. The third model is a further improved joint 
distance and delay toll (JDDT) which replaces the time toll in the JDTT with a delay toll com-
ponent. To solve the optimal toll level problem, we develop a simulation-based optimization 
(SBO) framework. Specifically, we propose a simultaneous approach and a sequential ap-
proach, respectively, based on the proportional-integral (PI) feedback controller to iteratively 
adjust the JDTT and JDDT, and use a calibrated large-scale simulation-based dynamic traffic 
assignment (DTA) model of Melbourne, Australia to evaluate the network performance under 
different pricing scenarios. While the framework is developed for static pricing, we show that 
it can be easily extended to solve time-dependent pricing by using multiple PI controllers. Re-
sults show that although the distance toll keeps the network from entering the congested regime 
of the NFD, it naturally drives users into the shortest paths within the cordon resulting in an 
uneven distribution of congestion. This is reflected by a large clockwise hysteresis loop in the 
NFD. In contrast, both the JDTT and JDDT reduce the size of the hysteresis loop while achiev-
ing the same control objective. We further conduct multiple simulation runs with different ran-
dom seed numbers to demonstrate the effectiveness of different pricing models against simu-
lation stochasticity. However, we postulate that the feedback control is not applicable with 
guaranteed convergence if the periphery of the cordon area becomes highly congested or grid-
locked. 
1. Introduction 
Road user pricing has been studied extensively both in practice and in theory as an effec-
tive means of mitigating urban traffic congestion. Back in 1975, Singapore successfully 
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launched the world’s first pricing scheme called the area licensing scheme. Following Singa-
pore’s success, several other pricing schemes have been implemented worldwide, such as in 
London, Stockholm, and Milan. See Gu et al. (2018) for a comprehensive overview. More 
recently, instead of looking into cordon and zonal schemes, a number of advanced pricing 
schemes have been proposed and implemented thanks to the development of various pricing 
technologies. For example, (i) the Move NY Plan in New York City which aims to charge taxis 
based on both distance and time1; (ii) Singapore’s ERP 2.0 (from 2020) which uses satellites 
to charge vehicles based on distance2 traveled; (iii) the opt-in user-pays system OReGo in Or-
egon, USA which is a state-wide distance-based charge3; (iv) a per-km charging system con-
sidered by the Metro Vancouver Independent Mobility Pricing Commission (Lee, 2018); and 
(v) a joint distance- and cordon-based scheme trialed in Melbourne (Transurban, 2016). Inter-
ested readers may refer to De Palma and Lindsey (2011) for an overview of different technol-
ogies applied to pricing. 
In theory, since the seminal studies by Pigou (1920) and Knight (1924), a variety of mod-
els have been proposed for designing an optimal pricing system. These models, however, can-
not be easily applied to a large-scale dynamic traffic network because of their demanding re-
quirement of highly detailed information of each origin-destination (OD) pair and each indi-
vidual link in the network. See Yang and Huang (2005) for a comprehensive overview. Recent 
advances in network traffic flow theory through the Network Fundamental Diagram (NFD) or 
Macroscopic Fundamental Diagram (MFD) (Geroliminis and Daganzo, 2008; Mahmassani et 
al., 2013) have established a new branch of pricing theory that largely facilitates the study, 
design, and implementation of large-scale pricing models. Nevertheless, studies so far are 
mainly limited to the cordon-based regime which, although being simple, suffers from ineffi-
ciency and inequity. Therefore, this paper aims to propose a few alternative distance-dependent 
area-based pricing models for large-scale dynamic traffic networks. To find the optimal toll 
levels that keep the network from entering the congested regime of the NFD, we develop a 
simulation-based optimization (SBO) framework combining the NFD and a simulation-based 
dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) model. 
1.1. Literature review 
The first pricing model is known as first-best pricing or marginal-cost pricing (MCP), 
which was first applied to a single link (Li, 2002) and then to a general traffic network (Yang 
et al., 2004). Despite perfect theoretical basis, its practical applications are rather limited for 
two main reasons (Simoni et al., 2015; Yang and Huang, 2005): (i) charging all links in a 
network is infeasible and inefficient given the high operating cost and the poor public ac-
ceptance; and (ii) assuming an abstract and constant demand-supply relationship is invalid. As 
a result, a variety of second-best pricing regimes have been proposed in which only a subset of 
links is tolled. A widely practiced way to solve the second-best pricing problem is to formulate 
it as a bi-level optimization problem or, equivalently, a mathematical program with equilibrium 
constraints (MPEC) (Liu and McDonald, 1999; Liu et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2014; Meng et al., 
2012; Verhoef, 2002; Yang and Zhang, 2003; Zhang and Yang, 2004). Solving the MPEC 
particularly for a large-scale dynamic traffic network remains challenging because of the re-
quired computational complexity. Time-dependent information of each OD pair and each in-
dividual link in the network is needed for formulating the optimization model. Often the result-
ing objective function is of an expensive-to-evaluate type that cannot be solved directly through 
                                               
1 See https://nyc.streetsblog.org/2015/02/17/the-complete-guide-to-the-final-move-ny-plan/. 
2 See https://www.lta.gov.sg/apps/news/default.aspx?scr=yes&keyword=ERP2. 
3 See http://www.myorego.org/. 
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any exact solution algorithm (Chen et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2014; Ekström et al., 2016; He et 
al., 2017). 
To develop an effective and efficient pricing model for large-scale dynamic traffic net-
works, an understanding of traffic dynamics at the network level is critical (Zheng et al., 2016). 
Macroscopic traffic flow relations for an urban traffic network were initially proposed by 
Godfrey (1969) followed by Daganzo (2007); Mahmassani et al. (1987); Olszewski et al. 
(1995). The formal demonstration of the existence of the NFD was shown only recently using 
field data from Yokohama, Japan (Geroliminis and Daganzo, 2008). Since then, the NFD has 
been widely studied for network-wide control and management (Geroliminis et al., 2013; 
Keyvan-Ekbatani et al., 2012; Ramezani et al., 2015) due to its macroscopic nature and favor-
able properties (see Geroliminis and Daganzo (2008) for further description). In particular, an 
innovative NFD-based approach to modeling congestion pricing has emerged. 
Since macroscopic modeling does not involve detailed route choice, an urban traffic net-
work governed by an NFD can be modeled as a simple queuing system (e.g. a bottleneck) 
represented by the cumulative arrival and exit curves. Congestion is interpreted as vehicles 
queuing behind the bottleneck while demand results from their endogenous scheduling prefer-
ences considering the discrepancy between the desired and actual arrival times (Arnott et al., 
1990; Arnott et al., 1993; Vickrey, 1963). Geroliminis and Levinson (2009) first integrated the 
bottleneck model with the NFD to consider the capacity drop. Daganzo and Lehe (2015) further 
introduced trip length heterogeneity and proposed an optimal usage-based toll. A fundamental 
study on NFD-based pricing in large-scale real-world networks was only recently conducted 
where the NFD was used to describe the level of congestion at the network level (Zheng et al., 
2012). The authors applied an integral (I-type) controller for toll adjustment within an agent-
based simulation environment. The I-type controller was later extended to a proportional-inte-
gral (PI) controller whereby users’ adaptation to pricing was considered (Zheng et al., 2016). 
A similar simulation framework based on the NFD was also proposed by Simoni et al. (2015) 
but without using feedback control theory. The authors developed the toll adjustment rule by 
integrating the NFD (and also the 3D-NFD) with the MCP. 
1.2. Objectives and contributions 
NFD-based pricing in large-scale networks has so far mainly focused on the cordon-based 
regime. Given that a cordon toll undercharges long journeys and overcharges short trips, a 
distance toll was considered as an alternative (May and Milne, 2000; Meng et al., 2012). Alt-
hough theory on distance-based pricing is well established, it is largely constrained within the 
traditional second-best pricing framework. Investigating distance-dependent pricing using the 
NFD therefore becomes theoretically interesting and also practically promising. 
The overall toll design problem consists of a toll level problem and a toll area problem 
(Ekström et al., 2012). In this paper, we assume a predefined toll area and only aim to solve 
the optimal toll level problem. Since we are solving an area-based pricing problem, the NFD 
becomes a natural entry point to the solution due to its macroscopic nature. Similar to the ex-
isting studies on NFD-based network-wide control and management (Aboudolas and 
Geroliminis, 2013; Keyvan-Ekbatani et al., 2012; Simoni et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2016; Zheng 
et al., 2012), the objective is to price and keep the network from entering the congested regime 
of the NFD. This is because when the network becomes congested or gridlocked (i.e. the net-
work density increases beyond the critical threshold), the outflow/trip completion rate signifi-
cantly drops causing network unproductivity. We assume that the NFD does not change sig-
nificantly when we implement different pricing strategies on the network. 
As a further extension to Zheng et al. (2012) and Zheng et al. (2016), we aim to propose 
a few alternative distance-dependent area-based pricing models for large-scale dynamic traffic 
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networks. While using the NFD to describe the level of congestion at the network level, we 
consider different trip lengths in the toll calculation. The first model is a distance toll that is 
linearly related to the distance traveled within the cordon. A limitation, however, is that it nat-
urally drives users into the shortest paths within the cordon resulting in an uneven distribution 
of congestion. The increased spatial traffic heterogeneity results in clusters of congested links 
within the cordon (i.e. pockets of congestion) and therefore (i) affects the shape of the NFD 
and deteriorates the network performance (Mazloumian et al., 2010; Saberi and Mahmassani, 
2012, 2013); and (ii) compromises the toll optimality (Simoni et al., 2015). To address the 
limitation of the distance toll, we propose a joint distance and time toll (JDTT) as the second 
model based on Liu et al. (2014). The JDTT is linearly related to both the distance traveled and 
time spent within the cordon. Since the time toll component tends to overcharge users (because 
a longer link typically requires more travel time despite being uncongested), we further propose 
a joint distance and delay toll (JDDT) as the third model whereby users pay partially in pro-
portion to their travel delays. To solve the optimal toll level problem, we develop an SBO 
framework which resembles, to some extent, the trial-and-error method in Yang et al. (2004). 
Specifically, we apply a PI feedback controller for iterative toll adjustment and use a calibrated 
large-scale simulation-based DTA model of Melbourne, Australia to evaluate different pricing 
scenarios. Practical applications of this type of iterative pricing strategy can be found in Sin-
gapore (Liu et al., 2013) and San Francisco (Pierce and Shoup, 2013). While the framework is 
developed for static pricing, we show that it can be easily extended to solve time-dependent 
pricing by using multiple PI controllers. That is, we implement a PI controller in each tolling 
interval instead of using only one for the entire tolling period. 
This paper aims to show that the distance toll generates an uneven distribution of conges-
tion resulting in a large clockwise hysteresis loop in the NFD, and that both the JDTT and 
JDDT reduce, to some extent, this negative effect. Although imposing an additional time-/de-
lay-based charge on users, the JDTT/JDDT does not overcharge but is a trade-off between the 
distance and time/delay toll components. In summary, this paper offers the following contribu-
tions: 
 
i. We show that the distance toll naturally drives users into the shortest paths within the 
cordon resulting in an uneven distribution of congestion and hence creating a large 
clockwise hysteresis loop in the NFD. 
ii. To reduce the increased spatial traffic heterogeneity resulting from the distance toll, we 
integrate a time toll component and a delay toll component, respectively, in the toll 
calculation resulting in two improved area-based pricing models: JDTT and JDDT. 
iii. To solve the optimal toll level problem, we develop an SBO framework and propose a 
simultaneous approach and a sequential approach, respectively, based on the PI con-
troller for iteratively adjusting the JDTT and JDDT. 
iv. We postulate a prerequisite for applying the PI controller: the periphery of the cordon 
area should have sufficient capacity to accommodate the re-routed traffic. If the prereq-
uisite is not satisfied, the pricing control may fail resulting in a paradox where the toll 
levels keep rising but users still enter the cordon. 
 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 proposes the methodological 
framework for solving the optimal toll level problem. Section 3 presents a case study where 
the network performance under different pricing scenarios is discussed and compared. Section 
4 postulates a prerequisite for applying the feedback control. Section 5 concludes the paper and 
makes recommendations for future research. 
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2. Methodology 
Under the assumption that the NFD does not change significantly due to the imposition 
of different tolls, we propose our methodological framework consisting of the following four 
parts. Section 2.1 describes the construction of multiple macroscopic traffic flow variables us-
ing simulation outputs. Section 2.2 introduces the route choice model that is used in simulation 
considering different tolls. Section 2.3 proposes three feedback control strategies based on the 
PI controller for iteratively adjusting the toll rates. Section 2.4 formulates the complete toll 
level problem and develops an SBO framework as the solution algorithm. 
While the framework developed in Section 2.4 is for static pricing (i.e. using only one PI 
controller for the entire tolling period), it can be easily extended to solve time-dependent pric-
ing by implementing a PI controller in each tolling interval. Therefore, the proposed pricing 
strategies can be applied under both static and time-dependent scenarios. 
2.1. Macroscopic traffic flow relations 
The NFD can be estimated using different methods (Leclercq et al., 2014). In this paper, 
we use the outputs of a simulation-based DTA model to measure the NFD. The average net-
work density ! and the average network flow " are determined, respectively, using Eqs. (1) 
and (2) over 5-minute intervals throughout the simulation time window, which are essentially 
spatially weighted averages of all the individual links (Saberi et al., 2014a; Zockaie et al., 2014): 
 ! = ∑ %& ∙ (& ∙ )&*&+,∑ (& ∙ )&*&+,  (1) 
 " = ∑ -& ∙ (& ∙ )&*&+,∑ (& ∙ )&*&+,  (2) 
where %& and -& are the average density and flow of link . over the observation period, respec-
tively; (& and )& are the length and number of lanes of link ., respectively; ) is the total number 
of links in the network. 
Since the spatial traffic heterogeneity is a key determinant of the shape and scatter of the 
NFD (Buisson and Ladier, 2009; Mazloumian et al., 2010), we further introduce the spatial 
spread of density / representing how congestion is distributed within the cordon. By definition 
(Knoop and Hoogendoorn, 2013), it is estimated using Eq. (3) as the square root of the weighted 
variance of all link densities: 
 / = 0∑ (& ∙ )& ∙ (%& − !)4*&+, ∑ (&*&+, ∙ )&  (3) 
The spatial spread of density naturally increases with a growing accumulation. That is, an in-
crease in vehicles entering the cordon inevitably generates a higher spatial spread of density 
later in time as these vehicles continue their trips within the cordon. Given the correlation be-
tween the spatial spread of density and accumulation, the uneven distribution of congestion is 
better interpreted as positive deviations from the natural increment represented by the lower 
envelope in the spread-accumulation relationship (Simoni et al., 2015). By fitting a polynomial 
function /(%) to the lower envelope, an indicator 5 is obtained and termed the deviation from 
spread: 
 5 = / − /(%) (4) 
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2.2. Route choice model with tolls 
Similar to second-best pricing, NFD-based pricing can be formulated as a bi-level opti-
mization problem. The upper level forms the objective function which aims to keep the maxi-
mum network density within the tolling period around the critical threshold identified from the 
NFD. The lower level is a dynamic traffic assignment model representing how users respond 
to pricing by adjusting their route choice. 
Consider a network denoted by 6 = (7, 9) where 7 is the set of nodes and 9 is the set of 
directed links. Given a predefined toll area, network 6 is partitioned into a pricing sub-network 6̅ = (7;, 9̅) and an external sub-network 6< = =7>, 9?@ satisfying 6̅ + 6< = 6 . For the ease of 
presentation, notations are summarized in Table 1. 
 
Table 1 A summary of notations. 
Notation  Explanation B The set of OD pairs, i.e. B = {(D, E)|D ∈ H, E ∈ I} where H ⊂ 7 is the set of origins and I ⊂7 is the set of destinations LMN The set of paths between an OD pair (D, E) ∈ B -MN(ℎ) The travel demand between an OD pair (D, E) ∈ B during interval ℎ PQMN(ℎ) The traffic flow assigned to path R ∈ LMN between an OD pair (D, E) ∈ B during interval ℎ ST(ℎ) The average travel time on link U ∈ 9 during interval ℎ (T The length of link U VT,QMN  VT,QMN = 1 if path R ∈ LMN contains link U, otherwise VT,QMN = 0 7Y The total number of intervals throughout the simulation time window 
 
We assume that the distance, time, and delay toll functions Z(E), [(S), and \(]) are lin-
early related to the distance traveled, time spent, and delay experienced within sub-network 6̅, 
respectively: 
 Z(E) = ^ ∙ E (5) 
 [(S) = _, ∙ S (6) 
 \(]) = _4 ∙ ] (7) 
where ^, _,, and _4 are positive distance, time, and delay toll rates to be determined, respec-
tively, and ] is the difference between the actual and free-flow travel times. Let (QMN(ℎ) and SQMN(ℎ) denote the total distance traveled and total time spent within sub-network 6̅ for path R ∈ LMN during interval ℎ, respectively: 
 (QMN(ℎ) = (QMN = `(T ∙ VT,QMNT∈a̅ , R ∈ LMN, (D, E) ∈ B, ℎ ∈ (1,… ,7Y) (8) 
 SQMN(ℎ) = `ST(ℎ) ∙ VT,QMNT∈a̅ , R ∈ LMN, (D, E) ∈ B, ℎ ∈ (1,… ,7Y) (9) 
By integrating Eqs. (5-9), we obtain the distance, time, and delay toll components for path R ∈LMN during interval ℎ, respectively: 
 cQ̅MN(ℎ) = Zd(QMN(ℎ)e = ^ ∙` (T ∙ VT,QMNT∈a̅  (10) 
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 c̃QMN(ℎ) = [dSQMN(ℎ)e = _, ∙` ST(ℎ) ∙ VT,QMNT∈a̅  (11) 
 ĉQMN(ℎ) = [(SQMN(ℎ) − SQ̅MN) = _4 ∙`(ST(ℎ) − ST̅) ∙ VT,QMNT∈a̅  (12) 
where  SQ̅MN and ST̅ are the free-flow travel times for path R ∈ LMN and link U ∈ 9̅, respectively. 
Under the linearity assumption, we have the link-additive property of the distance, time, and 
delay toll components. With the distance toll, the generalized travel cost function hiQMN(ℎ) for 
path R ∈ LMN during interval ℎ is expressed as follows: 
 hiQMN(ℎ) = `ST(ℎ) ∙ VT,QMNT∈a + cQ̅MN(ℎ)VOT  (13) 
where VOT is the average value of time of all users. With the JDTT and JDDT, the generalized 
travel cost functions h<QMN(ℎ) and hmQMN(ℎ) for path R ∈ LMN during interval ℎ are expressed, re-
spectively, as follows: 
 h<QMN(ℎ) = `ST(ℎ) ∙ VT,QMNT∈a + cQ̅MN(ℎ) + c̃QMN(ℎ)VOT  (14) 
 hmQMN(ℎ) = `ST(ℎ) ∙ VT,QMNT∈a + cQ̅MN(ℎ) + ĉQMN(ℎ)VOT  (15) 
When _, = _4 = 0, h<QMN(ℎ) = hmQMN(ℎ) = hiQMN(ℎ) suggesting that the JDTT and JDDT reduce 
to the distance toll. When ^ = 0, the JDTT and JDDT turn into a time toll and a delay toll, 
respectively. 
We assume that users adjust their route choice in response to pricing following the C-logit 
stochastic route choice model. As a variation of the well-known multinomial logit (MNL) 
model, the C-logit model seeks, by introducing a “commonality factor”, to address the concern 
resulting from the independence from irrelevant alternatives (IIA) property of the MNL model, 
while maintaining a closed-form expression for the route choice probability (Cascetta, 2001; 
Cascetta et al., 1996). The route choice probability for path	R ∈ LMN during interval ℎ + 1 is 
expressed as follows: 
 oQMN(ℎ + 1) = exp stu ∙ d−hQMN(ℎ) − vwQ(ℎ)ex∑ exp stu ∙ d−hQMN(ℎ) − vwQ(ℎ)exQ∈yz{  (16) 
  vwQ(ℎ) = _u ∙ ln ` ~ QÄ(ℎ)Q(ℎ),4 ∙ Ä(ℎ),4Å
ÇÉ
Ä∈yz{,ÄÑQ
 (17) 
where hQMN(ℎ) is a nominal expression of the generalized travel cost function; tu, _u, and /u 
are positive scale parameters; vwQ(ℎ) is the “commonality factor” for path	R ∈ LMN during in-
terval ℎ; QÄ(ℎ) is the “length” of links common to paths R and Ö during interval ℎ; Q(ℎ) and Ä(ℎ) are the total “lengths” of paths R and Ö during interval ℎ, respectively (“length” can be 
either physical or cost-related). The initial route choice probability is determined using the free-
flow travel times. Based on the route choice probability, the path assignment is determined as 
follows: 
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PQMN(ℎ + 1) = -MN(ℎ + 1) ∙ oQMN(ℎ + 1) 																							= -MN(ℎ + 1) ∙ exp stu ∙ d−hQMN(ℎ) − vwQ(ℎ)ex∑ exp stu ∙ d−hQMN(ℎ) − vwQ(ℎ)exQ∈yz{  (18) 
2.3. Feedback control strategies 
The PI controller is a widely used feedback control strategy for traffic control and man-
agement (Keyvan-Ekbatani et al., 2012; Papageorgiou et al., 1991; Yin and Lou, 2009; Zheng 
et al., 2016; Zheng et al., 2012). It has already been applied to road user pricing but in two 
different directions: (i) applying the PI controller to real-time (i.e. within-day) pricing, e.g. Yin 
and Lou (2009); and (ii) applying the PI controller to day-to-day pricing, e.g. Zheng et al. 
(2016). The biggest differences between the two are: 
 
i. Real-time pricing results in continuously changing toll rates (with a time step applied) 
due to its real-time nature, whereas day-to-day pricing produces different static toll rates 
for different tolling intervals. 
ii. Real-time pricing does not need an iterative solution framework because for a certain 
time interval, the inputs to the PI controller come from the previous time interval. Dif-
ferently, day-to-day pricing needs an iterative solution framework (as will be shown in 
Section 2.4). For a certain time interval, the inputs to the PI controller always come 
from the same time interval but in the previous iteration. 
 
Since we use the NFD as an indicator of the network performance, the PI controller be-
comes a suitable means because the critical network density obtained from the NFD naturally 
becomes the set point in the PI controller. Therefore, applying the PI controller can effectively 
achieve this particular objective and solve the optimization problem. However, when the ob-
jective changes to, for example, minimizing the total travel time, the PI controller can hardly 
be applied due to the lack of a set point. We may have to use other numerical optimization 
methods, e.g. surrogate modeling (Chen et al., 2014). 
2.3.1. Pricing controller for the distance toll 
Under the distance toll scenario, the distance toll rate ^ is the only control input. To 
achieve the control objective, ^ is adjusted iteratively through a discrete PI controller which is 
mathematically expressed as follows (see Appendix A for derivation): 
 ^(.) = ^(. − 1) + Üáà ∙ =!âäã(.) − !âäã(. − 1)@ + Üåà ∙ (!âäã(.) − !çé) (19) 
where . ∈ (2, … , 7âäã) is the number of iteration upper-bounded by the maximum value 7âäã; !âäã(.) is the maximum network density within the tolling period of iteration .; Üáà and Üåà 
are positive proportional and integral gain parameters for ^, respectively; !çé is the critical 
network density identified from the NFD. We use the maximum value rather than the average 
to be less conservative in pricing. The initial distance toll rate when . = 1 is determined as 
follows: 
 ^(1) = Üåà ∙ (!âäã(1) − !çé) (20) 
where !âäã(1) is the maximum network density within the tolling period without pricing. Eq. 
(19) shows that (i) the pricing controller can be less conservative by replacing !âäã(.) with 
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the average network density within the tolling period; and (ii) ^(.) is calculated based on the 
outputs of iterations . and . − 1, but is implemented in iteration . + 1. 
The discrete PI controller has the following four important properties (Kosmatopoulos 
and Papageorgiou, 2003; Papageorgiou and Kotsialos, 2002; Zheng and Geroliminis, 2016; 
Zheng et al., 2016; Zheng et al., 2012): 
 
i. Dynamic traffic networks with small errors in traffic states can be stabilized through 
this feedback control to the optimal state !çé. 
ii. Users’ adaptation to pricing is considered. For example, if !âäã(.) < !âäã(. − 1), Üáà ∙ =!âäã(.) − !âäã(. − 1)@ becomes negative to prevent users from being over-
charged. 
iii. The gain parameters Üáà  and Üåà  are determined through trial-and-error. In general, 
larger values lead to faster convergence but with aggravated oscillations. This implies 
a trade-off between computational time and convergence smoothness.  
iv. Fast and global convergence of this feedback control ensures its robustness to moder-
ate parameter changes and preserves its closed-loop stability. 
 
Here, “convergence” is only valid for the iterative PI controller investigated in this paper as 
well as in Zheng et al. (2016); Zheng et al. (2012), but not for the real-time PI controller applied 
to perimeter control (Aboudolas and Geroliminis, 2013; Haddad and Shraiber, 2014; Keyvan-
Ekbatani et al., 2012). This is because in perimeter control, the control inputs for managing 
transfer flows between regions always vary as a result of the changing real-time measurements. 
2.3.2. Pricing controller for the JDTT: a simultaneous approach 
Unlike the distance toll involving a single control input only, the JDTT has dual control 
inputs ^ and _,. Therefore, we extend the discrete PI controller to a matrix form: 
 ë ^(.)_,(.)í = ë ^(. − 1)_,(. − 1)í + ìÜáà ÜåàÜáîï Üåîïñ ë!âäã(.) − !âäã(. − 1)!âäã(.) − !çé í (21) 
where Üáîï and Üåîï are positive proportional and integral gain parameters for _,, respectively. 
Since there are four parameters in Eq. (21), directly applying trial-and-error could lead to dif-
ferent pricing results which, however, are all optimal in the sense that they all help achieve the 
same control objective (i.e. there could be multiple combinations of the two pairs of parame-
ters). To ensure a unique optimal solution from the PI controller, we need to make a balance 
between ^ and _,. 
Given that the PI controller is robust to moderate parameter changes, we assume that the 
rank of ì Üáà ÜåàÜáîï Üåîïñ is equal to 1: 
 ì Üáà ÜåàÜáîï Üåîïñ = ëóà 00 óîïí ëÜá ÜåÜá Üåí (22) 
where Üá and Üå are nominal positive proportional and integral gain parameters, respectively, 
and óà and óîï are positive scale parameters to be determined, respectively. Eq. (21) is there-
fore rewritten as follows: 
 ë ^(.)_,(.)í = ë ^(. − 1)_,(. − 1)í + ëóà 00 óîïí ëÜá ÜåÜá Üåí ë!âäã(.) − !âäã(. − 1)!âäã(.) − !çé í (23) 
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By denoting ë ^(.)_,(.)í as ò(.), ëóà 00 óîïí as ô, ëÜá ÜåÜá Üåí as ö, and ë!âäã(.) − !âäã(. − 1)!âäã(.) − !çé í as ëõá(.)õå(.)í or ú(.), Eq. (23) is further simplified: 
 ò(.) = ò(. − 1) + ôöú(.) (24) 
The initial toll rates when . = 1 are determined as follows: 
 ò(1) = ôöú(1) = ëóà 00 óîïí ëÜá ÜåÜá Üåí ë 0õå(1)í = ë óà ∙ Üå ∙ õå(1)óîï ∙ Üå ∙ õå(1)í (25) 
 
Based on Eq. (24), we propose the following simultaneous approach to iteratively adjust 
the JDTT. 
 
Proposition 1. The ratio between the optimal steady-state toll rates is equal to the ratio between 
the scale parameters, i.e. à(&∗)îï(&∗) = ûüû†ï where .∗ is the number of iteration in which the steady-
state error comes close to zero. 
 
The proof of Proposition 1 is provided in Appendix B. To implement Eq. (24), we need to 
specify the relative “weight” between the two toll components. Thanks to the link-additive 
property, we can rescale our analysis from the path level to the link level. The generalized 
travel cost function ]T(ℎ) for link U ∈ 9̅ during interval ℎ is expressed as follows 
 ]T(ℎ) = ST(ℎ) + cT̅(ℎ) + c̃T(ℎ) (26) 
where cT̅(ℎ) = ^ ∙ (T  and c̃T(ℎ) = _, ∙ ST(ℎ) are the distance and time toll components for 
link U ∈ 9̅ during interval ℎ, respectively. Assuming that the relative “weight” between the 
optimal steady-state distance and time toll components for link U ∈ 9̅ during interval ℎ is °,, 
i.e. ¢i£∗ (§)¢•£∗ (§) = °,, the following equality holds: 
 
^(.∗)_,(.∗) = óàóîï = °, ∙ ST(ℎ)(T  (27) 
As a result, the assumption does not hold anymore because the resulting ratio between the 
optimal steady-state distance and time toll rates is not unique which violates the global conver-
gence law. A remedy instead of looking at an individual link is to aggregate ¢i£∗ (§)¢•£∗ (§) over all links 
and intervals and assume the average to be °,: 
 
∑ ∑ cT̅∗(ℎ)c̃T∗(ℎ)	T∈a̅¶ß®©™,§+¶ 7´ ∙ )i = °, (28) 
where ¨ is the first tolling interval; 7´ is the total number of intervals within the tolling period; )i is the total number of links in sub-network 6̅. The remedied assumption can be seen as a 
network-level extension to the previous one for an individual link. The physical meaning of °, 
is that it specifies the relative amount of cost incurred by the distance and time toll components, 
respectively. For example, °, = 1 suggests that the distance and time toll components equally 
add to the generalized travel cost. 
Given Eq. (29): 
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cT̅∗(ℎ)c̃T∗(ℎ) = ^(.∗) ∙ (T_,(.∗) ∙ ST(ℎ) = óà ∙ (Tóîï ∙ ST(ℎ) = óà ∙ ≠T(ℎ)óîï  (29) 
where ≠T(ℎ) is the average speed of link U ∈ 9̅ during interval ℎ when ^(.∗) and _,(.∗) are 
imposed, Eq. (28) is rewritten as follows: 
 
óàóîï = °, ∙ 7´ ∙ )i∑ ∑ ≠T(ℎ)	T∈a̅¶ß®©™,§+¶ = °, ∙ 7´∑ ≠̅(ℎ)¶ß®©™,§+¶ = °,≠̿  (30) 
where ≠̅(ℎ) = ,*i ∙ ∑ ≠T(ℎ)	T∈a̅  is the average speed of the cordon area during interval ℎ when ^(.∗) and _,(.∗) are imposed, and ≠̿ = ,®© ∙ ∑ ≠̅(ℎ)¶ß®©™,§+¶  is the average of ≠̅(ℎ) over all inter-
vals within the tolling period. Since Üá and Üå are adjustable, we use óà = 1 which results in óîï = Ø∞±ï. Although ≠̿ is not computable because prior knowledge of ^(.∗) and _,(.∗) is re-
quired, different tolls may result in similar network speeds observed from the speed-density 
NFDs. This is because the control logic is always to keep the maximum network density within 
the tolling period around the critical threshold identified from the NFD. We therefore approx-
imate ≠̿ using the simulation outputs of the optimal cordon toll scenario. Validity of this ap-
proximation will be shown in Section 3.2. Without loss of generality, we use °, = 1 to opti-
mize the JDTT. A sensitivity analysis on °, will be provided in Section 3.2.1. 
2.3.3. Pricing controller for the JDDT: a sequential approach 
Although the JDDT also has two control inputs ^ and _4, we cannot readily apply the 
proposed simultaneous approach because ST(ℎ) in Eq. (11) changes to ST(ℎ) − ST̅ in Eq. (12). 
As a result, ≠T(ℎ) in Eq. (30) no longer exists suggesting that the NFD-enabled approximation 
no longer holds. Therefore, we propose the following sequential approach based on Eq. (19) to 
iteratively adjust the JDDT. 
Similar to the introduction of °,, we introduce another weight coefficient °4 to represent 
the relative amount of cost incurred by the distance toll component. When °4 = 1, _4 = 0 and 
the JDDT reduces to the distance toll. When °4 = 0, ^ = 0 and the JDTT turns into a delay 
toll. Introducing °4 helps break down the simultaneous toll level problem to be solved in a 
sequential manner. We first keep _4 = 0 and determine the optimal steady-state distance toll 
rate ^(.∗) through Eqs. (19) and (20). Given ^(.∗) and °4, we keep ^ = °4 ∙ ^(.∗) and obtain 
the optimal steady-state delay toll rate _4(.∗) in a similar fashion through Eqs. (31) and (32): 
 _4(.) = _4(. − 1) + Üáî≤ ∙ =!âäã(.) − !âäã(. − 1)@ + Üåî≤ ∙ (!âäã(.) − !çé) (31) 
 _4(1) = Üåî≤ ∙ (!âäã(1) − !çé) (32) 
where Üáî≤ and Üåî≤ are positive proportional and integral gain parameters for _4, respectively. 
Without loss of generality, we use °4 = 0.5 to optimize the JDDT. A sensitivity analysis on °4 will be provided in Section 3.3.1. 
2.4. Simulation-based optimization (SBO) framework 
Consider the following equivalent mathematical formulation of the NFD-based toll level 
problem: 
 minà,î (!âäã − !çé) ∙ sgn(!âäã − !çé) (33) 
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subject to 
 0 < ^ ≤ i^ (34) 
 0 < _ ≤ _̅ (35) 
 !âäã = DTA(^, _) (36) 
where sgn(∙) is the sign function and _ is a nominal expression of _, and _4. The upper-level 
objective function in Eq. (33) aims to keep the maximum network density within the tolling 
period around the critical threshold identified from the NFD. Constraints (34) and (35) specify 
the feasible regions for adjusting the toll rates where i^ and _̅ are the upper bounds predefined 
by a transport authority4. Constraint (36) represents the lower-level simulation model taking 
into account the control inputs ^ and _. The simulation output !âäã is fed back to the optimi-
zation problem and the process continues in an iterative manner until a certain termination 
criterion is satisfied. 
In view of the non-convexity, non-linearity, and non-closed form of the objective function, 
a new class of solution algorithms termed SBO has recently been applied as a computationally 
efficient method to solve large-scale urban transportation problems (Osorio and Bierlaire, 2013; 
Osorio and Chong, 2015). In particular, when SBO is applied to solve the optimal toll level 
problem, it can be classified into two main categories: SBO using surrogate models (Chen et 
al., 2016; Chen et al., 2014; Ekström et al., 2016; He et al., 2017) and SBO using feedback 
control strategies (Simoni et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2016; Zheng et al., 2012). In this paper, we 
use the latter approach given its faster and better global convergence compared with the former5. 
An illustration of the developed SBO framework is presented in Fig. 1. The static frame-
work is similar to the one proposed in Zheng et al. (2012) which serves as a fundamental basis 
for solving time-dependent pricing. Here, the plant refers to the simulation model which is 
described in Appendix C. The detailed algorithmic steps are provided below: 
 
i. Given a single-cordon two-region network, run the simulation without pricing to get 
the initial NFD of the cordon area. 
ii. Set . = 1. Identify from the NFD (i) the critical density !çé; (ii) the tolling period when 
the network density exceeds !çé; and (iii) the maximum network density within the 
tolling period !âäã(.). 
iii. Determine the initial toll through (i) Eq. (202020) for the distance toll; (ii) Eq. (25) for 
the JDTT; or (iii) Eqs. (20) and (32) for the JDDT. 
iv. Set . = . + 1. Run the simulation with pricing to get the updated NFD of the cordon 
area and the new !âäã(.). 
v. If . < 7âäã, determine the updated toll through (i) Eq. (19) for the distance toll; (ii) Eq. 
(24) for the JDTT; or (iii) Eqs. (19) and (31) for the JDDT, and go back to step iv; 
otherwise terminate the algorithm. 
 
                                               
4 Under the distance toll scenario, constraint (35) is simply _ = 0. 
5 Surrogate models approximate the response surface for the simulation input-output mapping. The global 
optimal solution is not guaranteed but is infinitely approached by a sub-optimum with an increasing number of 
sampling data (Chen et al., 2014). The resulting computational intensity remains challenging particularly for large-
scale networks. 
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Fig. 1. A closed-loop block diagram of the developed SBO framework. 
 
The developed SBO framework can be easily extended to time-dependent pricing which 
aims to charge drivers according to the changing level of congestion. This is achieved by im-
plementing an “independent” PI controller in each tolling interval. Here, “independent” means 
that for a specific tolling interval, the input measurements to the PI controller only come from 
the same interval with no consideration for the other intervals. As a result, there is no coordi-
nation among different intervals and an additional label representing the number of interval is 
to be added to the PI controller. The extended framework is similar to the one proposed in 
Simoni (2013) and Zheng et al. (2016), but with a significant difference in the pricing regime 
and hence the way the PI controller is implemented. The biggest advantage of time-dependent 
pricing is that drivers are not overcharged while the control objective is still met. That is, time-
dependent pricing does not over-control the network resulting in unnecessary reduction in 
flow/production. 
If the distribution of congestion within the cordon exhibits strong heterogeneity, further 
network partitioning (Ji and Geroliminis, 2012; Saeedmanesh and Geroliminis, 2016, 2017) 
may be needed which results in a coordinated multi-area pricing scheme (Zheng et al., 2016). 
This is challenging and remains open for future research. In this paper, the feedback control 
strategies are designed to target the cordon area only with no consideration for the coordination 
among multiple regions. 
3. Numerical results and discussion 
To quantitatively analyze and compare the performance of different pricing strategies, we 
perform a case study using a recently developed and calibrated large-scale simulation-based 
DTA model of Melbourne, Australia. The model is deployed in AIMSUN with time-dependent 
demand for the 6-10 morning peak (see Appendix C for further details). 
When we implement different pricing strategies, users’ route choice following the C-logit 
model is updated every 5 minutes with tu = 1, _u = 0.15, and /u = 1 (same parameter set-up 
as in Keyvan-Ekbatani et al. (2015)). We assume VOT = $15/h (Legaspi and Douglas, 2015). 
We first run the simulation without pricing to obtain the initial NFD of the cordon area, and to 
identify the critical network density and the tolling period. We then implement a cordon-based 
simulation-based 
DTA modelPI feedback control
+
-
controller plant
set point Kcr E(i) α(i) (or u(i)) α(i*) (and β(i*))
+
-
Kmax(i)
Kmax(i-1)
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pricing scheme as in Zheng et al. (2016) for comparison with the distance toll. The results and 
discussion of the non-tolling and optimal cordon toll scenarios are presented in Appendix D. 
3.1. Distance toll 
A limitation of the cordon toll is that the distance traveled within the cordon is not taken 
as a determinant. Users are equally charged regardless of their actual usage of the urban road 
space. The resulting social inequity may create negative public acceptability toward the cordon 
charge. To address this equity concern, we apply the distance-based pricing scheme where the 
toll price varies by the trip length within the cordon rather than being pay-per-entry. As a result, 
the distance toll distinguishes, for example, between a user who reaches the destination imme-
diately upon crossing the cordon and a user who traverses the whole cordon area, thereby cre-
ating a more efficient and equitable pricing scheme (Daganzo and Lehe, 2015).  
Fig. 2 shows the simulation results of the cordon area when the optimal distance toll is 
implemented. The optimal distance toll rate is around $1.05/km to achieve the control objective. 
A closer look at Fig. 2(a), however, reveals that the distance toll somehow exacerbates the 
hysteresis loop in the NFD, the size of which becomes larger than that under the non-tolling 
scenario. When the network is unloading (i.e. recovering from congestion), the distribution of 
congestion tends to be more uneven because the congested areas clear more slowly and are 
fragmented. The uneven distribution of congestion inevitably reduces the network flow during 
recovery resulting in a clockwise hysteresis loop in the NFD (Gayah and Daganzo, 2011). 
Given that users choose their routes with the least generalized travel cost, the distance toll 
naturally drives users into the shortest paths within the cordon because a shorter trip length 
results in a lower toll price. A large proportion of users therefore travel on the same shortest 
paths and the distribution of congestion becomes more heterogeneous within the cordon. Fig. 
2(d) shows that when compared with the cordon toll, the distance toll results in a much less 
total distance traveled within the cordon, as expected. 
A large hysteresis loop in the NFD is undesirable because the network flow drops signif-
icantly during recovery. We show in Fig. 2(e) and (f) the spread-accumulation relationships 
and time series of the deviation from spread6 to quantitatively analyze and compare the level 
of uneven distribution of congestion. Corresponding to the clockwise hysteresis loop in the 
NFD, an anticlockwise hysteresis loop forms in the spread-accumulation relationship, the size 
of which increases under the distance toll scenario. The spatial spread of density increases 
sharply after the imposition of the distance toll and stays at a much higher level. This finding 
is consistent with Simoni et al. (2015) who argued that the decrease in the network production 
is generated by clusters of congestion rather than the increase of users. 
 
 
 
                                               
6 See Appendix E for derivation of /(%) in Eq. (4). 
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(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d) 
  
(e) (f) 
Fig. 2. Simulation results of the cordon area when the optimal distance toll is implemented: (a) simulated NFDs; 
(b) convergence pattern of the distance toll rate; (c) time series of the average network density; (d) time series of 
the total distance traveled; (e) spread-accumulation relationships; (f) time series of the deviation from spread. 
3.2. Joint distance and time toll (JDTT) 
The question here is how to improve the distance-based pricing scheme so that the net-
work exhibits less heterogeneous distribution of congestion and the resulting NFD has a smaller 
hysteresis loop. We show that users are driven into the shortest paths within the cordon when 
charged with the distance toll. Although the travel time on the shortest paths increases as a 
result of a larger traffic volume, the majority of users do not change their routes because the 
utility from paying a lower distance toll dominates the disutility from the increase in travel 
time. The concentration of users into a few shortest paths within the cordon results in a large 
hysteresis loop in the NFD. 
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(a) (b) 
  
(c)  (d) 
  
(e) (f) 
  
(g) (h) 
Fig. 3. Simulation results of the cordon area when the optimal JDTT is implemented: (a) simulated NFDs; (b) 
convergence pattern of the distance toll rate; (c) time series of the average network density; (d) time series of the 
total distance traveled; (e) time series of the average network speed; (f) time series of the average link queue 
length; (g) spread-accumulation relationships; (h) time series of the deviation from spread. 
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A solution is to charge users jointly based on the distance traveled and time spent within 
the cordon. Under the JDTT scenario, users are more likely to distribute themselves into the 
second or third shortest path if the travel time on the shortest path rises considerably. The un-
even distribution of congestion within the cordon may reduce resulting in an NFD with a less 
distinct hysteresis loop. The JDTT was recently studied in Liu et al. (2014) but only on a static 
traffic network within the traditional second-best pricing framework. Applying the JDTT to a 
dynamic traffic network through the proposed NFD-based approach offers a significant contri-
bution. 
Fig. 3 shows the simulation results of the cordon area when the optimal JDTT is imple-
mented. To achieve the control objective, the optimal distance toll rate is around 0.35 $/km and 
the optimal time toll rate is around 9 $/h. Despite having a different order of magnitude, the 
time toll component exhibits the same convergence pattern as the distance toll component due 
to their linear correlation. We therefore show the convergence pattern of the distance toll com-
ponent only. A closer look at Fig. 3(a), (g) and (h) shows that under the JDTT scenario, the 
size of the hysteresis loop reduces and the deviation from spread stays at a lower level. Com-
pared with the distance toll, the JDTT increases the total distance traveled within the cordon, 
as expected, because users no longer accumulate themselves into the shortest paths. To further 
compare the performance of different tolls, we use and show two other evaluation criteria in 
Fig. 3(e) and (f), respectively: the average network speed and average link queue length. There 
is a sudden jump in the speed profile at the beginning of the simulation because the network is 
loading from an empty system without a warm-up period. Although the differences are small 
immediately after the imposition of different tolls, the time series show that later in time, the 
JDTT keeps the network speed at a higher level while reducing the link queue length to the 
greatest extent. The distance toll, however, results in a lower and less stable network speed and 
an increased link queue length. This network performance degradation results from the fact 
that clusters of congested links form within the cordon due to the concentration of users into a 
few specific routes. As shown in Fig. 4, the distance toll results in a more heterogeneous dis-
tribution of congestion particularly in the bottom left corner of the cordon area and part of the 
connected periphery. The differences are not significant at the beginning of the tolling period 
8:40 AM, but gradually become prominent later in time toward the end of the tolling period 
9:10 AM. 
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8:40 AM 8:55 AM 9:10 AM 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
   
(g) (h) (i) 
Fig. 4. A comparison of the spatiotemporal evolution of link densities within the cordon during the tolling period 
under different pricing scenarios: (a-c) without pricing; (d-f) distance toll; (g-i) JDTT. 
 
Since we approximate ≠̿ using speeds from the optimal cordon toll scenario, we further 
calculate, for both tolls, the average network speed over the tolling period and end up with ≠̿ =32.37	km/h and ≠• = 32.17	km/h, thereby justifying the validity of the approximation. When 
implementing the JDTT, we relax the upper-bound constraints on ^ and _, assuming that the 
adjusted toll rates do not exceed the upper limits during the iterations. Nevertheless, if one of 
the toll rates hits the upper bound during an iteration, it is set fixed at the maximum value 
during the subsequent iterations and only the other toll rate is to be adjusted. If the control 
objective is not achieved when both toll rates hit their respective upper bounds, it simply means 
that pricing alone cannot drive the network to its optimal state and that some complementary 
measures are needed to create a mixed network control scheme. 
3.2.1. Sensitivity analysis on °, 
We perform a sensitivity analysis on ω, as a design parameter to examine its effect on the 
pricing control results. Three different values of ω, are tested, i.e. ω, = 0.33, 1, 3. A larger 
value implies a more dominating role played by the distance toll component. Fig. 5(b) and (c) 
show that regardless of the value of ω,, the global convergence law consistently holds and that 
the network is controlled to stay at its optimal state. However, as shown in Fig. 5(a) and (d), 
both the size of the hysteresis loop and deviation from spread increase when ω, = 3. This is 
because when a large ω, is used, the JDTT becomes similar to the distance toll which cannot 
well reduce the uneven distribution of congestion. Therefore, a small value of ω, is advisable 
for implementing the JDTT. Explicitly optimizing ω, is difficult because (i) an analytical map-
ping is required between ω, and an objective function (e.g. minimizing the maximum devia-
tion from spread); and (ii) convexity of the objective function (i.e. solution uniqueness) is not 
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necessarily guaranteed suggesting that multiple local minima may exist. Surrogate modeling is 
a possible solution but needs further investigation. 
 
  
(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d) 
Fig. 5. A sensitivity analysis on √ƒ: (a) simulated NFDs; (b) convergence patterns of the distance toll rate; (c) 
time series of the average network density; (d) time series of the deviation from spread. 
3.2.2. Time-dependent JDTT 
While the proposed methodology is first applied to static pricing, we further extend the 
method under time-dependent pricing where a single tolling interval is partitioned into multiple 
intervals (two intervals in this study) with a duration of 20 minutes. This duration is not ob-
tained from an optimization problem but is simply selected based on practical implications to 
demonstrate the dynamic pricing strategy. Intuitively, the duration should not be set too small 
because drivers could hardly adapt to the rapidly changing toll rates and the network might 
become unstable (i.e. poor user adaptation). The duration should also not be set too large be-
cause different levels of congestion could not be well captured and distinguished (i.e. poor 
congestion management). The current ERP system in Singapore changes the toll rate every half 
an hour before and after the peak periods (Liu et al., 2013). 
As discussed in Section 2.4, an “independent” PI controller is implemented in each tolling 
interval and the toll rates for different tolling intervals are iteratively updated in a respective 
manner until the control objective is met. While the optimal time-dependent JDTT effectively 
achieves the control objective, Fig. 6(b) shows an interesting non-smooth convergence pattern 
for the second tolling interval. This is because during the first few iterations, the toll rates in 
both intervals naturally increase to prevent users from entering the cordon. Due to the interplay 
between the two intervals, an increase in the toll price for the first interval inevitably leads to 
a less congested network for the second interval. When the toll price for the first interval comes 
close to convergence, the toll price for the second interval drops, as expected. 
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(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d) 
  
(e) (f) 
Fig. 6. Simulation results of the cordon area when the optimal time-dependent JDTT is implemented: (a) simulated 
NFDs; (b) convergence patterns of the distance toll rate; (c) time series of the average network density; (d) time 
series of the deviation from spread; (e) time series of the number of entering vehicles during the tolling period; (f) 
time series of the total distance traveled during the tolling period. 
 
The advantage of time-dependent pricing is that users are not overcharged because the toll 
price varies according to the changing level of congestion. Compared with the fixed JDTT, the 
time-dependent JDTT is less conservative allowing more users to enter the cordon while still 
achieving the control objective. This is reflected in Fig. 6(e) where the time-dependent JDTT 
results in a larger number of vehicles entering the cordon during the tolling period, and partic-
ularly during the second interval (see the shaded area). Fig. 6(f) compares the total distance 
traveled within the cordon during the tolling period. As expected, the time-dependent JDTT 
increases the road usage in the cordon compared with the fixed JDTT. The time-dependency 
nature improves the equity and hence acceptability of the pricing scheme. The advantage is 
more significant if the tolling period is long enough to capture different levels of congestion. 
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(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d) 
  
(e) (f) 
  
(g) (h) 
Fig. 7. Simulation results of the cordon area when the optimal JDDT is implemented: (a) simulated NFDs; (b) 
convergence patterns of the toll rates; (c) time series of the average network density; (d) time series of the total 
distance traveled; (e) time series of the average network speed; (f) time series of the average link queue length; 
(g) spread-accumulation relationships; (h) time series of the deviation from spread. 
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3.3. Joint distance and delay toll (JDDT) 
A limitation of the JDTT is that the time toll component tends to overcharge users because 
a longer link typically requires more travel time despite being uncongested. Charging users 
partially in proportion to their travel delays is therefore more sensible. The resulting JDDT is 
a further improved pricing model that also addresses the limitation of the distance toll. Fig. 7 
shows the simulation results of the cordon area when the optimal JDDT is implemented. The 
optimal distance toll rate is around 0.5 $/km and the optimal delay toll rate is around 9 $/h. 
While achieving the control objective, the JDDT reduces the uneven distribution of congestion 
within the cordon resulting in a less distinct hysteresis loop in the NFD, as expected. This is 
reflected quantitatively in Fig. 7(g) and (h) and qualitatively in Fig. 8. Results so far seem to 
suggest that the JDTT and JDDT perform equally well in controlling the network. We therefore 
perform a further comparison between the JDTT and JDDT in Section 3.3.2. 
 
8:40 AM 8:55 AM 9:10 AM 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
Fig. 8. A comparison of the spatiotemporal evolution of link densities within the cordon during the tolling period 
between (a-c) the distance toll and (d-f) JDDT. 
3.3.1. Sensitivity analysis on °4 
Similar to Section 3.2.1, we perform a sensitivity analysis on °4 as a design parameter to 
examine its effect on the pricing control results. Three different values of °4 are tested, i.e. °4 = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75. A larger value implies a more dominating role played by the distance toll 
component. Fig. 9 shows the simulation results using different values of °4. Since the conver-
gence pattern of the distance toll component remains the same regardless of the value of °4, 
we only present the convergence patterns of the delay toll component. The network perfor-
mance does not vary significantly as °4 changes because the simulated NFDs and time series 
exhibit similar patterns. Therefore, the pricing control results are not sensitive to different val-
ues of °4. 
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(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d) 
Fig. 9. A sensitivity analysis on √≈: (a) simulated NFDs; (b) convergence patterns of the delay toll rate; (c) time 
series of the average network density; (d) time series of the deviation from spread. 
3.3.2. Comparison between the JDTT and JDDT 
Since the JDTT and JDDT are implemented through the simultaneous approach and the 
sequential approach, respectively, we further apply the sequential approach to the JDTT and 
compare the following three different pricing strategies: (i) JDTT using the simultaneous ap-
proach; (ii) JDTT using the sequential approach; and (iii) JDDT using the sequential approach. 
Fig. 10 shows that the network performance exhibits similar patterns under the three pric-
ing strategies. Both the JDTT and JDDT reduce the uneven distribution of congestion within 
the cordon while achieving the control objective. Nevertheless, since the JDDT does not over-
charge users on longer links in the network (which typically require more travel time but does 
not necessarily mean more travel delay), it is supposed to outperform the JDTT resulting in a 
better network performance. A possible reason why the difference is not significant may be 
because very few links within the cordon have an extra-long length. The difference may be 
more significant in a network where the link length varies considerably (i.e. having a greater 
link length heterogeneity), but this needs further investigation. 
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Table 2 shows a few selected network performance measures under different pricing sce-
narios. When considering the entire network, the studied pricing models result in similar aver-
age travel times and speeds which are almost the same as those under the non-tolling scenario. 
The reason why the overall network performance is not improved much is because the prede-
fined cordon only covers a relatively small area of the entire network (i.e. the congested city 
center of Melbourne) and hence, the effect of pricing is not significant by simply referring to 
those performance measurements of the entire network. With an increasing size of the cordon, 
the effect of pricing on the entire network shall become more significant. Nevertheless, alt-
hough the difference in the average travel time is not significant, we could calculate the total 
travel time saving by multiplying it by the total number of vehicles which gives us more than 
1,000 hours of travel time saving as compared with the 4-hour morning peak. When we look 
at the cordon area rather than the entire network, the difference in the average travel time be-
comes larger, as expected. Since the average travel time in the cordon is in the range of 3-4 
minutes, an 11-14% average travel time saving is achieved for all the pricing models except 
the distance toll. The distance toll improves the average travel time in the cordon by 6% only 
which is equivalent to a 5-10% increase in the average travel time in the cordon compared with 
the other tolls. This observation is consistent with the fact that the average travel speeds in the 
cordon under all the other pricing scenarios are improved by 5-14% compared with that under 
the non-tolling scenario, whereas the distance toll reduces the average travel speed in the cor-
don. Also, as expected, the distance toll generates the lowest average distance traveled in the 
cordon.
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(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
Fig. 10. A comparison between the JDTT and JDDT: (a) simulated NFDs; (b) time series of the average network density; (c) time series of the average network speed; (d) time 
series of the average link queue length; (e) spread-accumulation relationships; (f) time series of the deviation from spread. 
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Table 2 Selected network performance measures under different pricing scenarios. 
Network performance measures No pricing Cordon toll Distance toll Time toll 
Delay 
toll 
JDTT 
(simultaneous) 
JDTT 
(sequen-
tial) 
JDDT 
(sequen-
tial) 
Total number of vehicles simulated (veh) 
Entire network 348,789 348,211 346,671 348,455 347,524 348,546 348,201 348,082 
Cordon area 53,749 53,096 52,673 53,145 53,232 53,121 52,633 53,549 
Total travel time (h) 
Entire network 94,295 94,290 92,383 93,370 93,829 95,024 94,788 93,784 
Cordon area 3,763 3,189 3,464 3,200 3,243 3,216 3,286 3,245 
Total distance traveled (km) 
Entire network 2,169,537 2,182,403 2,146,487 2,160,127 2,162,866 2,185,630 2,175,822 2,165,691 
Cordon area 42,909 41,382 38,814 40,240 40,691 39,930 39,438 40,226 
Average distance traveled (km/veh) 
Entire network 6.22 6.27 6.19 6.20 6.22 6.27 6.25 6.22 
Cordon area 0.80 0.78 0.74 0.76 0.76 0.75 0.75 0.75 
Average travel time (min/veh) 
Entire network 16.22 16.25 15.99 16.08 16.20 16.36 16.33 16.17 
Cordon area 4.20 3.60 3.95 3.61 3.66 3.63 3.75 3.64 
Average travel speed (km/h) 
Entire network 23.01 23.15 23.23 23.14 23.05 23.00 22.95 23.09 
Cordon area 11.40 12.98 11.20 12.58 12.55 12.42 12.00 12.40 
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3.4. Simulation stochasticity 
Results so far suggest that the studied pricing models can effectively achieve the control 
objective. The resulting network performance, however, shows a major difference in the size 
of the hysteresis loop in the NFD. Since the hysteresis loop is an effect of uneven distribution 
of congestion, the deviation from spread is a key criterion for quantitatively evaluating different 
pricing models. 
 
  
(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d) 
  
(e) (f) 
Fig. 11. Averaged simulated NFDs with ten different random seed numbers under different pricing scenarios: (a) 
distance toll; (b) time toll; (c) delay toll; (d) JDTT simultaneous; (e) JDTT sequential; (f) JDDT sequential. 
 
To account for the stochastic effect of simulation, we further apply the developed SBO 
framework with ten different random seed numbers under different pricing scenarios. Fig. 11 
shows that all the studied pricing models successfully keep the network from entering the con-
gested regime of the NFD. A closer look at Fig. 12(a) reveals that all the other pricing models 
outperform the distance toll because of the less distinct hysteresis loop. This is also reflected 
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in Fig. 12(b) which shows the distributions of the maximum deviation from spread under dif-
ferent pricing scenarios. As expected, the distance toll generates the highest deviation from 
spread while all the other pricing models perform similar. From a control perspective, all the 
studied pricing models are effective in reducing congestion within the cordon against simula-
tion stochasticity. However, from a traffic engineering perspective, the JDTT and JDDT are 
more desirable than the distance toll due to their capability of reducing the uneven distribution 
of congestion and hence of better maintaining the network stability. While both the time toll 
and delay toll perform equally well as the JDTT and JDDT, we do not recommend implement-
ing such a time- or delay-based only pricing scheme, because it may result in safety and envi-
ronmental concerns by encouraging users to drive more aggressively and to use minor roads 
(May and Milne, 2000). 
 
  
(a) (b) 
Fig. 12. A comparison of the simulation results of the cordon area under different pricing scenarios: (a) averaged 
simulated NFDs; (b) a box plot showing the distributions of the maximum deviation from spread during the tolling 
period. 
4. Applicability of the feedback control: global convergence guaranteed? 
Throughout the analysis, we have repeatedly seen the global convergence of the feedback 
control. The question is whether the global convergence holds under all traffic scenarios. The 
answer is no. The feedback control is applicable with guaranteed convergence only if a prereq-
uisite is satisfied: the periphery of the cordon area should have sufficient capacity to accom-
modate the re-routed traffic. If the periphery becomes highly congested or gridlocked, it is 
likely that the pricing control fails. 
To demonstrate the prerequisite, we use the cordon toll as an example and repeatedly 
apply the developed SBO framework with incrementally increasing demand (from 100% to 
135% to manually create unreal congestion). When demand increases, the network becomes 
more congested and the peak-spreading phenomenon becomes more significant. Accordingly, 
the toll price increases and the tolling period extends. As shown in Fig. 13, the pricing control 
is able to keep the network from entering the congested regime of the NFD even when demand 
is relatively high. However, attention should be paid to Fig. 13(d) where a network reloading 
process first appears in the cordon area reflected by the shape of the NFD. With a further in-
crease in demand, the network reloading process becomes more prominent and the periphery 
of the cordon comes closer to gridlock. As a result, users are driven back into the cordon, 
although they have to pay. Under this particular traffic scenario, the application of the feedback 
control worsens the traffic conditions outside the cordon. The highly congested periphery 
forces users to re-enter the cordon and the pricing control can no longer price users off the 
cordon area to achieve the control objective. This is essentially a paradox where the toll price 
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keeps rising but users still enter the cordon. Due to the violation of the prerequisite, the feed-
back control does not necessarily result in a convergent solution. To show that different tolls 
do not result in degraded traffic conditions outside the cordon, we further present the simulated 
NFDs of the periphery in Appendix F. 
 
  
(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d) 
  
(e) (f) 
  
(g) (h) 
Fig. 13. Simulated NFDs of the cordon area and the periphery with incrementally increasing demand. 
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Depending on the network topology and OD demand, the applicability of the feedback 
control does vary for different networks. In general, the prerequisite can be satisfied in a real 
traffic network for two reasons: (i) city ring roads are often available around the urban center 
for detour traffic which provide enough capacity (e.g. the M1, M2, and M3 highways surround-
ing the city center of Melbourne); and (ii) the OD demand needs to climb to a level that is 
seldom realistic for normal daily traffic (e.g. a 15% increase at least for Melbourne). From a 
methodological perspective, the applicability of the feedback control does motivate further in-
vestigation into a coordinated two-region pricing scheme7. 
5. Conclusion and future work 
In this paper, we develop an SBO framework to solve the optimal toll level problem. A 
few alternative pricing models are proposed and compared. The first model is a distance toll 
that is linearly related to the distance traveled within the cordon. While keeping the network 
from entering the congested regime of the NFD, the distance toll naturally drives users into the 
shortest paths within the cordon resulting in an uneven distribution of congestion. This is re-
flected by the large clockwise hysteresis loop in the NFD and the large anticlockwise hysteresis 
loop in the spread-accumulation relationship. Since the hysteresis loop is an effect of network 
instability that causes network unproductivity, we aim to reduce this negative effect by propos-
ing a JDTT and JDDT. The JDTT/JDDT is linearly related to the distance traveled and time 
spent/delay experienced within the cordon. Results show that (i) all the studied pricing models 
are effective in reducing congestion within the cordon against simulation stochasticity; and (ii) 
unlike the distance toll, the JDTT and JDDT reduce the uneven distribution of congestion 
within the cordon, thereby increasing the network stability and productivity. While the global 
convergence of the pricing control is shown throughout the analysis, further investigation re-
veals the existence of a prerequisite for applying the feedback control. 
The hysteresis loop in the NFD represents a heterogeneous distribution of congestion in 
the network. The majority of the perimeter control studies assumed a well-defined NFD with-
out hysteresis modeled by a polynomial function (Geroliminis et al., 2013). This assumption 
does not necessarily hold in a real-world network. While network partitioning can alleviate the 
issue, there is a need for methodologies that can inherently take into account the natural exist-
ence of hysteresis in the NFD (Ramezani et al., 2015). The developed SBO framework for 
pricing does not rely on any assumptions about the shape of the NFD. 
While the proposed pricing schemes have not been implemented anywhere in the world, 
they certainly point to a promising direction for designing a more efficient and equitable pricing 
system. Technologies required are no longer an obstacle. Back in 1993, a successful congestion 
metering trial was undertaken in Cambridge where an on-board metering device was used to 
monitor vehicle speed and distance (Ison and Rye, 2005). Such a device is also currently used 
in Oregon, USA to calculate the distance charge. While the privacy concern may be raised, it 
can be addressed by configuring the device not to transmit location data at all, or when a vehicle 
is only a few kilometers away from its origins and destinations. This type of practice was pre-
viously adopted in Melbourne’s road user pricing trial (Transurban, 2016). 
A few directions for future research can be considered. With respect to the simulation 
model, further investigation is needed to relax the inelastic demand and to extend the car traffic 
to a multi-modal network where public transport is explicitly modeled. A few recent studies 
(Zheng et al., 2016; Zockaie et al., 2015) have integrated an activity-based model (ABM) with 
a DTA model to analyze the effect of pricing. Also, it would be more realistic and practical to 
                                               
7 See Geroliminis et al. (2013) for a coordinated two-region perimeter control scheme. 
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include user heterogeneity in the model through introduction of multi-class users or a continu-
ously distributed VOT (Jiang and Mahmassani, 2013). With respect to the pricing models, fur-
ther investigation is needed to propose a coordinated pricing scheme for a two- or multi-region 
network. Whether there is any way by which we can explicitly optimize the balance between ! and "# remains an open question. The answer is perhaps, yes. A possible way is through bi-
objective optimization where we introduce a secondary objective for which the balance is to 
be optimized. Another possible way is to apply surrogate modeling as previously mentioned 
instead of using the PI controller. We are currently working towards this direction. An inter-
esting question also arises about the effect of users’ adaptivity on pricing (Saberi et al., 2014b). 
With the development of information and communication technologies and potential impacts 
of connected and automated vehicles, a high level of users’ adaptivity can be realized. 
Appendix A. Derivation of the discrete PI controller 
The parallel form of the continuous-time PI controller is expressed as follows: 
 $(&) = )* ∙ ,(&) + ). ∙ / ,(0)12 30 (A.1) 
where $(&) is the control input as a function of time &; ,(&) is the error between the set point 
and the measured output as a function of time &; )* and ). are positive proportional and integral 
gain parameters, respectively. The Laplace transform of Eq. (A.1) is provided below: 
 
4(5)6(5) = )* + ).5  (A.2) 
where 5 is a complex number. Since the pricing controller is not real-time, we perform the z-
transform on Eq. (A.2) using the backward Euler method and obtain the following discrete-
time equivalent: 
 
4(7)6(7) = )* + ). ∙ 891 − 7<# (A.3) 
where 89 is the sampling period and 7 is a complex number. Without loss of generality, we 
consider ). ∙ 89 as the new ). and perform the inverse z-transform on Eq. (A.3): 
 (1 − 7<#) ∙ 4(7) = )* ∙ (1 − 7<#) ∙ 6(7) + ). ∙ 6(7) (A.4) 
 $(=) = $(= − 1) + )* ∙ >,(=) − ,(= − 1)? + ). ∙ ,(=) (A.5) 
Given ! and ,(=) = @ABC(=) − @DE, Eq. (A.5) is rewritten as follows: 
 !(=) = !(= − 1) + )* ∙ >@ABC(=) − @ABC(= − 1)? + ). ∙ (@ABC(=) − @DE) (A.6) 
Interested readers may refer to Aboudolas and Geroliminis (2013) for an alternative way to 
derive the discrete PI controller. 
Appendix B. Proof of Proposition 1 
We expand Eq. (24) recursively as follows: 
 F(=∗) = F(=∗ − 1) + HIJ(=∗) (B.1) 
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											= 	F(=∗ − 2) + M HIJ(N)O∗PQO∗<#  											= ⋯ 
											= 	F(1) +MHIJ(N)O∗PQS  
We calculate the summation of matrix multiplications: 
 
MHIJ(N)O∗PQS = MTUV 00 UXYZ T)* ).)* ).Z T6[(N)6O(N)ZO
∗
PQS  
																							=M\ UV ∙ )* ∙ 6*(N) + UV ∙ ). ∙ 6.(N)UXY ∙ )* ∙ 6*(N) + UXY ∙ ). ∙ 6.(N)]O∗PQS  
																							=
⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎡ UV ∙Ma)* ∙ 6*(N) + ). ∙ 6.(N)b
O∗
PQSUXY ∙Ma)* ∙ 6*(N) + ). ∙ 6.(N)bO∗PQS ⎦⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎤ 
(B.2) 
Based on Eqs. (25) and (B.2), Eq. (B.1) is rewritten as follows which completes the proof: 
 F(=∗) = T !(=∗)"#(=∗)Z = ⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎡ UV ∙ f). ∙ 6.(1) +Ma)* ∙ 6*(N) + ). ∙ 6.(N)bO∗PQS gUXY ∙ f). ∙ 6.(1) +Ma)* ∙ 6*(N) + ). ∙ 6.(N)bO∗PQS g⎦⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎤
 (B.3) 
Appendix C. Simulation model of Melbourne, Australia 
The calibrated DTA model of Melbourne, Australia is deployed in AIMSUN as a discrete-
event lane-based simulation (Shafiei et al., 2017). Each link has information about its geometry 
including the number of lanes, capacity, speed limit and parameters of the traffic flow funda-
mental diagram. Each node is modeled as a queue server. While being capable of replicating 
traffic dynamics including queue spillbacks, mesoscopic simulation largely eases the compu-
tational complexity of simulating large-scale dynamic traffic networks compared with micro-
scopic simulation (see TSS (2014) for further details). 
The network configuration of the Melbourne metropolitan area is obtained from the Vic-
torian Integrated Transport Model (VITM). Figure C. 1 shows the extracted sub-network from 
the greater Melbourne area model and the time-dependent OD demand. Table C. 1 summarizes 
the network topology. The boundary of the sub-network is marked by the dash lines and the 
inner rectangle represents the pricing zone. The selected cordon does not necessarily represent 
the optimal one for pricing. Further investigation is underway to formulate an optimal toll area 
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problem. In the simulation model, the DTA function is active across the entire network. Signal 
controls at intersections are set as actuated signals using the Sydney Coordinated Adaptive 
Traffic System (SCATS) data including the maximum cycle time, minimum green time, and 
turning movements for each phase. While traffic flow fundamental diagrams are calibrated 
against freeway loop detector data from multiple months (Gu et al., 2016, 2017), the time-
dependent OD demand is calibrated and validated using multi-source traffic data (Shafiei et al., 
2018). 
 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure C. 1. (a) The extracted sub-network from the greater Melbourne area model; (b) time-dependent OD de-
mand. 
 
Table C. 1 Network topology of the extracted sub-network. 
Total number of links 4,375 
Total number of nodes 1,977 
Total number of centroids 492 
Number of links in the pricing zone 282 
Number of nodes in the pricing zone 91 
Number of centroids in the pricing zone 30 
Appendix D. Results of the non-tolling and optimal cordon toll scenarios 
The maximum network flow without pricing occurs when the network density is between 
20 and 30 vpkmpl. We therefore set @DE = 25 and determine the tolling period to be 40 minutes 
from 8:35 to 9:15 AM. We apply the developed SBO framework and obtain an optimal cordon 
toll of around $1.9. The simulated NFDs and time series of the average network density are 
shown in Figure. D. 1(a) and (b), respectively. The cordon toll successfully keeps the network 
from entering the congested regime of the NFD and reduces the size of the hysteresis loop. 
This is because a proportion of users are priced off the cordon area resulting in a lower level 
of congestion and hence a more homogenous distribution of congestion. 
Analytical derivation of the gain parameters in the PI controller is intractable due to com-
plex system dynamics. A sensitivity analysis is therefore presented to (i) verify the global con-
vergence of the feedback control; and (ii) provide general guidance on using the trial-and-error 
method. Three pairs of gain parameters are tested and the results are shown in Figure. D. 1(c). 
Although different values of )* and ). are used, the optimal cordon tolls have a unique conver-
gent solution suggesting that the global convergence law holds. Nevertheless, when )* = 0.4 
and ). = 0.05, the oscillatory behavior of the PI controller becomes significant making it dif-
ficult to pinpoint the optimal solution. Once the gain parameters are lowered, the oscillation 
becomes less severe although at the cost of an increased number of iterations until convergence. 
Given this trade-off, a general principle of applying the trial-and-error method is to start with 
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a slightly larger pair of )* and ). and gradually decrease their values until a relatively smooth 
convergence pattern is achieved. 
 
  
(a) (b) 
 
 
(c)  
Figure. D. 1. Simulation results of the cordon area under the non-tolling and optimal cordon toll scenarios: (a) 
simulated NFDs; (b) time series of the average network density; (c) a sensitivity analysis on the controller gain 
parameters suggesting a unique convergent solution. 
Appendix E. Obtaining the lower envelop in the spread-accumulation relationship 
We assume a third-order polynomial function and perform ten simulation runs without 
pricing to estimate the coefficients. Since the fitted function only serves as a mathematical 
approximation to better represent the lower envelope, it may not necessarily be the best func-
tional form (Simoni et al., 2015). The fitted lower envelope is shown in Figure. E. 1 and math-
ematically expressed as k(l) = −0.0003154 ∙ ln + 0.01499 ∙ lS + 1.127 ∙ l. 
 
 
Figure. E. 1. The fitted polynomial function for the lower envelop in the spread-accumulation relationship. 
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Appendix F. Simulated NFDs of the cordon area and periphery under different pricing 
scenarios 
  
(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d) 
 
(e) 
Figure. F. 1. Simulated NFDs of the cordon area and periphery under different pricing scenarios: (a) distance toll; 
(b) JDTT simultaneous; (c) JDTT sequential; (d) JDDT sequential; (e) an illustration of the cordon area and its 
periphery. 
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